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When scientists at the American Science Foundation were asked by 

a local computer company executive to analyze claims by a study 

team that some form of extraterrestrial life was using a 

"doorway" system of highly resonant energy to covertly study 

humanity, they at first were skeptical. 

 

After five months of analysis of the data, the scientists asked 

to perform the analysis, are no longer skeptical. 

 

Studies of the so-called Vortex in Wanaque, NJ, has 

authenticated that the "doorway system" exists, and that it 

provides an unknown species or several unknowns, to travel 

reasonably without observation, all over the surface of our 

world. 

 

In Denver, Co., last week, nearly 600 Attendees of the Global 

Sciences Congress Annual Convention, had the chance to witness 

the existence of the Alien Observer Orbs when 15 or so were 

captured live on Digital Cameras and shown to the stunned 

audience.  The rest of the conference turned into an Orb-fest, 

with the Orbs almost obediently lining up for pictures in lines 

waiting for waters, and in line ups among staff. The captured 

behavior was indicative of a human compatible intelligence, and 

a sense of humor, which even staged a scene remeniscent of a 

scene out of the movie Contact, as if to say that the Orb 

Portals are metaphoric to an interstellar worm hole transit 

system used by the Beings from the other side of the Portals. 

 

The study has been documented by a rapidly organized study team, 

which has captured stereo-optic and infra red images of the 

beings using the "doorway" (called by the team "the Vortex") to 

enter our world, travel here observing us, and then leaving. 

 

The technology at use is extremely stealthy, beyond anything in 

the US Pentagon's arsenal. And it hasn't escaped the Pentagon's 

attention, either: as the ASF Study Team (called TEAM ORB) 

observes the strange Vortex, and follows and films and catalogs 

the Orb-like evidence of the alien species travels around our 

planet, the Pentagon is also watching. 

 

Several months ago, A study team set up by the Department of 

Defense, installed permanent installation of observation and 

monitoring equipment at the Vortex location, to collect images 

of the strange comings and goings of the beings using the Orb 

Doorway System. After only two weeks, the insides of the 

recording equipment were found to have been pluverized by 

Pentagon experts watching the Vortex and watching the American 



Science Foundations' TEAM ORB, but the equipment was unopened, 

and the Pentagon is at a loss to determine how their equipment 

was damaged only on its insides without being opened. 

 

Pentagon and FBI personnel had little to say about the actions 

of the travelling Orb phenomena, other than to suggest that the 

1 to 5 foot tall phenomena captured by TEAM ORB, were nothing 

but "pollen". A Member of Team Orb was heard to comment: "Sorry, 

but I left my Electron Microscope home." Apparently the 

Government finds this situation amusing, because it is powerless 

to stop the Orb Beings from visiting with private citizens in 

their homes and offices. 

 

"The Beings trashed the Pentagon's equipment," said Team Orb 

members, "they were quite annoyed with us at first, because it 

looked like we inadvertantly caused the Pentagon and the NSA to 

bring in heavy equipment to study THEM, but now the Beings seem 

to have gotten over it. Apparently, the Aliens went up to the 

Pentagon's equipment installation and used some form of 

technology on it, to leave a message for the Department of 

Defense and the National Security Agency. They are very much 

against war and intrigue, these beings! They find our concept of 

Military very primitive." 

 

TEAM ORB has recently received numerous offers of funding by 

high tech firms interested in receiving the benefit of the 

scientific studies of the Vortex and the Beings who use the Orb 

Doorway System to observe and study humanity. 

 

"If TEAM ORB can produce enough information about how the Vortex 
Doorway System works, imagine the benefits," stated George 
Gemmiel, an AT&T Executive who was one of the several parties 
interested in the device and expressed interest to TEAM ORB. "I 

am keenly interested in the study, as we at AT&T were recently 
made aware of the Doorway, and have independently verified that 
the Orbs are real, are under intelligent control, and appears to 
be a form of technology. But whatever controls it does not 
appear to like us up there with our equipment, unlike how TEAM 

ORB is treated: their team members are welcomed by these objects 
everytime they visit. We hope to interest TEAM ORB in a 
technology exchange agreement." 

 

I worked for AT&T in Piscataway as an End To End Project Manager (IT) 

consultant between 1999 and 2000.  At that time, I came across this “E-
GROUP posting.  When I saw the name of the AT&T employee I was able to 
validate that George Gemmiel was in fact a BD/Marketing Manager for 
AT&T.  I was able to accomplish this because we were both on the AT&T 
internal corporate email system at the time.  There were also over 

100,000 employees and contractors worldwide in this email database.  
So, at least from this perspective, I can safely validate that this one 
aspect of the posting was accurate. – Joseph Foster 

 

David G., an executive at SAIC Bellcore, indicated that his firm 

was interested in the Technological Advantages offered by any 

remote alien species who might be visiting earth. "If we can 

conquer space-time, the way ACC's Jack Shulman has suggested the 

Orb Portals provide these beings, then we should be able to LEAP 



BEYOND Einstein Relativity, to a new understanding of the 

Universe and how to Explore it, in real time, travelling beyond 

the Light Years, in seconds. Its quite exciting." 

 

TEAM ORB had recently offered to take the Orbs and the beings 

using them on "field trips" to NASA, the US Government, and the 

Vatican, offers which resulted in interest, yet some 

trepidation. The Government offer caused the Pentagon to take up 

position near the Wanaque Vortex. NASA indicated that they had 

hired a director to look into it. TEAM ORB members responded 

with: 

 

"Well, we have one consolation, if we do break the barriers down 

between us and these Alien Visitors, we can all be reassured at 

knowing that the first words the Aliens hear, will be: 'Hello, 

my name is Blumberg!". 

 

The American Science Foundation team has been highly successful 

in standing off all debunkers, by providing authentication of 

their film study method and by taking various members of the 

public to the Vortex where they are enabled to take their own 

photos of this remarkable find. 

 

"Humanity may not be ready for this discovery," stated a TEAM 

ORB lead investigator, Bryan Williams, who was one of the 

original discoverers of the Vortex Doorway System. "But, 

apparently these astral alien beings, or whatever they are, are 

ready for Humanity. I think we have no option but to open up a 

relationship with them and educate ourselves as to who they are 

and what they want. It seems there is some kind of conflict 

going on between Aliens of one order and another order, which 

would look kind of like lizards and dragons to us, here on 

Earth, they are so Alien looking. This conflict threatens to 

invade our space-time. I think the Orb Beings are here to try to 

prepare us for the possibility of being drawn into a vast 

political conflict beyond our past experience, which may pop 

into our Solar System through one of these Interstellar, 

Interdimensional, Astral Doorways they use for faster than light 

or interdimensional travel. We need to all be very open minded, 

as they are obviously more advanced than we humans are." 

 

"As to the Pentagon..." added ACC CEO, who has been providing 

some publicity support for TEAM ORB, and some limited 

sponsorship, "it seems to me their message to the Pentagon was - 

'kids should not play with toys they don't fully understand'. 

This probably refers to the Pentagon's attempts to peek in at 

the Alien Travellers and Observe them Scientifically. The 

Pentagon should really consult with TEAM ORB directly, before 

messing. They're going to waste a ton of money, for no reason, 

doing it covertly, because their idea of 'covert' has the Orb 

Beings chuckling and holding back out and out laughter." 

 

"I guess when your that advanced, a B2 looks like a balsa wood 

childs toy!" 

 

 

 



 

 

 


